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Introduction. This is a continuation of Part I, appeared in this journal, 2 (1977),
35-68.
In the present paper, we shall first study the topological structures of the cut
locus and the conjugate locus of a compact symmetric space. We shall show that
the cut locus C is the disjoint union of finite cell bundles Ex over compact manifolds
B*. Here each Ex is the interior of a disk bundle Ex over B＼ and C is obtained
by the successive attachments of Ex at boundaries dEx of Ex. The conjugate locus
can be also stratified in a similar way.
We shall next give another stratification of the cut locus of an irreducible
symmetric i?-space M=G/U by means of orbits of a certain subgroup U of G. We
shall prove the following facts : M has finite[/-orbits, say Vo, Vu ･･･, Vr; There exists
a unique open 17-orbit, say Vo, among them; Then the cut locus is the union of
Vi, ･■･,Vr; Each Vi is described by means of generalized Schubert cells of M, and
it has the structure of a vector bundle over a symmetric i?-space Bt. These re-
sults include those on cut loci of Grassmann manifolds, U(ri)}O(ri),U(n), SO(n) and
U(2n)ISp(n) by Wong [12], [13], Sakai [5], [6].
We retain the. definitions and notations in Part I.
§4. Topological structures
In this section, we shall study the topology of conjugate loci and cut loci of
compact symmetric spaces. Compare §1 in Part I for the notation.
Let J be an admissible subset of 77*. The boundary Sd ―SJ of SJ will be de-
noted by dSJ. By Lemma 1.4,3), we have decompositions:
i'ci i'^i
Each element r£Nd leaves SJ and dSJ invariant, and each element tqZ'1 fixes any
point of SJ. Therefore WA = Ni＼ZA acts on SJ and dSJ continuously. Thus WJ
acts on KIZJxSd and KIZAxdSJ continuously in the same way as for K/ZJxSJ.
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The quotient spaces relative to these actions are denoted by
dEJ = K!ZJxw>dS＼
respectively. We identify in the natural manner EA and dEA with an open subset
and a closed subset of EA respectively.
Let
Af0=cm/r0.
It is a torus of dimension r0. Let n0: cm->M0 denote the natural projection. We
define a C°°action of WJ on MoxSu as follows. Regarding Fo as a subgroup oi
WA by sA, we may identify MaxS'A with the quotient manifold Fn＼SJ, since SA ―
cmxS'A and since Fo acts triviallyon the second factor S'A. Now WJ actson Fn＼SA
in the natural way, since Fo is a normal subgroup of WA. But TQ acts triviallyon
F0＼S＼ and hence the quotient group WA = WjSjF0 acts on Fo＼S*. Explicitly,the
action of [k]£WA is given as follows. Choose an element tgNa such that nA＼j]= [k'],
Decompose r as
(4.1) T= t{A")z' A"£Z,t'gW*s, with t'S" = S" .
Then
[kXxo(H"), H') = {x,{H"+A"), v'H') for J7" cmiFFeS" .
Let
BA=KINA.
It is a compact connected C°°manifold. Then KjZA is a C°°principal bundle over
BA with the group WA. Let
e'=KlZ'XW'(MoxS")
be the C°°fibre bundle over 5J associated to K＼ZA with the fibreMoxS'A, by means
of the above defined action of WA on M≫XS'A. i.e.,6"1 is the quotient manifold of
KIZAx(MoxS'A) relative to the action:
{k'Z＼ h) >―> {{k'ZA)[kl＼k＼-'h) for k'£K,h£MoxS/A
of WJ. In the same way we define topologicalfibre bundles
£a = K/Zaxwj(MoxS'a),
dsd-= k＼z*x wi{M0 x ds>*)
over BA with fibres MOXS'A and Afox3S/J respectively. Note that both e* and d£*
are compact since their fibres are compact. The equivalence class of (kZJ,h) will
be denoted by ＼kZA,h＼ The following lemma is an easy consequence of definitions.
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Lemma 4.1. We define maps of E＼ Ed and dE4 into 8", £* and dGd respectively
by
＼kZ＼II"+H'] i [kZ＼ (ko(H"),//')] for k£K, H"Gim
H'eS'J,S" or dS".
Then they are all homemorphisrns.
Lemma 4.2. Let A be an admissible subset of IP. Then EA is a compact
Hausdoff space and dEJ is a closed subspace of FJ. There exista closed subset JL
and an open subset CU of Ed such thai:
i) InttJ?3(l/ and HJ^dEJ, where Int<_>2and CU mean the interior of Ji and
the closure of 1J respectively;
ii) dEJ is a strong deformation retract of J{.
Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemma 4.1. For the proof of the
existence of Ji and HJ, we prove first: There exist an NJ -invariant closed subset
35 of S* and an //^-invariant open subset cy of SA such that:
i) Int^z>q~ and cyz)dSJ ;
ii) dSJ is an iV^-equivariant deformation retract of 35.
Case 1: g is semi-simple and (8,f)is irreducible. Under the notation in the
proof of Lemma 1.4,SJ is given by
S' = {H= T＼hrPr*; O</L<1, Y＼hr = l].
r£J ; /)
Take a small e>0 and put
c$= {H£SJ; MinAr<e},
c[7= {H£S'; Minhr<e!2}.
Then <B is closed,cy is open in SJ, and they satisfy Intig'zdci)"3CV'^dS*'. By
Lemma 2.3,the action of tgNa on SJ is given by
This shows the
put
r J r J
NJ-invariance of & and c(7. For an element H―J^hrPrb£<B, we
For each f /=[0,l] we defineUH)e3 by
fi(H) = Z' thrPrn + ((X-t £' hr)IZ" hT) Z" hrPT*
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where 2' and Y," mean the summations over Ah and A ―Aa respectively.We
choose £>0 so small that A―Ah is not empty for each He^S. Then ft define a
continuousmap: iSX/-->j3. We have
/o(#)=(l/E" K) Z" hrPr* eS''(zdSJ,
where A' is an admissible subset of //* with J'ijizfdefined by A'―A ―d}1,and
/i(//)-S' krl＼,+ 2" hrPrn =11.
If HedSJ, then there exists an admissible subset A' of /7s with A'^A such that
HgSj', and hence it has an expression:
H=ZhrPr* 0<hT<l, Eh
r&A' re4'
Thus AH = J ―A' A ―Ah = A' and hence
=1
ft(H) = Z" hTPr* = S hTPT* =--H.
raA>
These show that ft is a strong deformation retraction of <B into dSA. Since we
have x-Ah ―^th for each zgN4, we get ft(rH)~Tft(H) for each //gj$9. This means
the JV4-equivariance of ft.
Case 2 : g is semi-simple. Take the direct product of subsets i9fc,c＼jhand that
of deformation retractions/£cfc)for irreducible factors (Qk,tk)(1<&<s).
Case 3: General case. Let fB',cV and // be the required ones for S/A. We
define subsets 3] and Q7 of SJ = cmxS'J bv
i£= cmxjg', q;=cBxq;'l
and then define a continuous map ft: B^<B for tzl by
/,(#", H') = (H", ft'(H')) for F" Cm,tf'e.0'･
It follows from the decomposition (4.1) for tgN* that <B and c＼?are /^-invariant
and that ft is iV^-equivariant. Thus <B,cy and /≪are the required ones for SJ.
Now we shall prove the existence of subsets Jl and HJ of FJ with i) and ii).
We define W^-invariant subsets Ji and 'U of KIZ4xSJ by
J=KIZ'X&, <U=KIZ'x<=v,
and then define a continuous map F£: Jl-+ji for fe/ by
Ft(kZ＼ H) = (kZ＼ft(H)) for k K, f/e ^ .
Let [t]gWj with rG/V4 and 7rJM = r/lwith / ^/J. Then
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Ft{{kZ＼H)[T]) = Ft(k!Z＼z-lIiy-~-{klZ＼ft{r-lH))
= (klZ', T-Vt(H)) = (kZ',ft(H))[T]
= Ft(kZ＼Hlz]
for each k£K,H£SJ. Thus Ft is a FF^-equivariant strong deformation retraction of
J. into K/Z'XdS*. Now put
JL = JlW' = KIZ'Xir*g,
<U = qjlWA = KIZA X w*cV .
Then Ft induces a continuous mao Ft.＼,M.->d erivinera stronerdeformation retrac-
tion of Jl into dEJ. These <Jland HJ are the required ones.
For an integer k with 0<&<r―rankM, we definesubsets Qk and
(cf.Theorem 2.2in PartI) by
Q"= U Qi,
and then define subsets Qk of M by
a*
Then we have inclusions:
and decompositions:
where Q"1
= U M*
J£Qk
Q°cQ1c-cQr-1 = QcQr=M
q*-Q*-i= u MA (Q<k<r)
= (p. With these definitionswe have
q.e.d.
Qk of Q*
Theorem 4.1. 1) Each Qk is a closed subset of M.
2) For each Jc Ok, there existsa continuous map (pJ: (EJ, dEJ)^-(Qk, Qk~1),which
extends the previously defined diffeomorphism (pA: EA-^Mi and satisfies^i(JEJ)=
M4.
3) There exists an exact sequence:
≫HP~XQ*-＼A)―> S RHp(E＼dE';A)―>HP(Q＼A)
―>Hp{Qk~＼A)―･･･
for any coefficientgroup A.
4) The pair (EJ,dEJ) is homemorphic with the pair {S4,dSA) of the compact
fibre bundle £A over the compact connected C°°manifold BJ with the fibre MoXSri,
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and its boundary dSA. The group Ft*(EJ, dE*; A) can be obtained from H*(Bd,A)
in the following cases.
Let A be a principal ideal ring.
(i) // jri(Af)is finite and W* acts triviallyon Hkj(S'1l<lSd,A),then
IP{E＼ dFJ; A)^Hp"k＼B＼ A).
(ii) If W" = {!},then
Hp(E', dE*; A)=Hp~k'* (B'xM0, A),
where kfA=6imS'/l.
Proof. 1) Note that the cellular decomposition:
S=USJ
is closed under the closure operation in the sense that for each SJ the closure Si
is the union of SJ and some lower dimensional cellsSJI. This implies the closedness
of QK
2) For an admissible subset & of IP, we define a continuous map <pJ:E4->M
by
<J>J([kZ＼H]i)=k Exp H for kz K, HgSj ,
where [kZJ,H]j denotes the class in E* containing {kZ＼E)^K＼ZiY,Sd. On FJ it
coincides with the previously defined diffeomorphism <pA:EA-*MA. For an admissible
subset A'czA,Hf Sr and keK, we have
<p＼[kZ＼Hf-]i)= k Exp ir^t'WkZ'1, H%.).
Thus, for each JgQ!c
<p*(E*)= U Mr = M*aQk
4'rd
and
d,＼dEd)= U MraQk-1.
A'^A
This proves the assertion 2).
3) Under the existence of subsets Jl and IJ in Lemma 4.2,the ordinary argu
ment shows that
{$*)* : H*(Q＼ Q*-1; A) ―> H*{E＼ dEJ; A)
is surjective for each A£Qk and that
S c(≪&')*･･H*(Qk, Q*-1; A) ■― 2 cH*(EJ, dE*; A)
'eQk tea*
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is an Isomorphism. Together with the cohomology exact sequence:
a*
Hp-＼Qk-＼ A) ―> FP{Qk, Q^1 ; A) ―> HP(Q＼ A)
―^Hp(Qk~1,A)―^-'
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for the pair (Qk,Qk~1), we get the required exact sequence.
4) The firstassertion follows from Lemma 4.1.
(i) Theorem 2.1 and (2.7) imply that tti(M) is finiteif and only if cM= {0}.
Thus 8* and 88 J are fibre bundles over BA with the fibre the closed /%4-diskSd
and the (&<j―l)-sphere dSd respectively. Moreover, the local system of the ^^-th
cohomologies of fibres of the pair (8J,d8J) is trivial,since W* acts triviallyon
HkJ(SJldS＼A). Thus Thorn isomorphism provides the required isomorphism.
(ii) In this case, both 8J and 88* are trivial:
e' = B'xMoxS" ,
d£A = B'xMoxdS".
Thus the same argument as in (i) shows the assertion (ii). q.e.d.
Remark. In the case (i),the trivialityof the action of W" holds always for
A = Z2 and it holds for A = Z if and only if the cell bundle 8* is orientable.
For an integer k with 0<&<r― 1, we define (cf.Theorem 2.2 in Part I)
j?*=
to get Inclusions:
u
JgCffc
and decompositions:
MA
where F"1
F°cF1c--ci7v-1=F
pk_pk-i ― U Md (0<fc<r-l)
―<f>. Note that the cellular decomposition:
Fns= u sJ
is also closed under the closure operation. Thus we get also the following
Theorem 4.2. 1) Each Fk is a dosed subset of M.
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2) For each Je SFk, there exists a continuous map </>J:{E＼ dE")->(Fk, Fk~ '),which
extends the diffeomorphism (pJ: E'-^M* and satisfies
<f/(EJ)= MJ.
3) There exists an exact sequence:
y IP-＼Fk-＼ A) ―> Z RHP{E＼ dEA; A) ― IP＼F＼ A)
―>Hp{Fk~＼A)―> ･■■
for any coefficient group A.
For an integer k with 0<&<r―1, we define subsets Ck and Ck of C (cf. §3
in Pnrf 1＼h＼T
Ck= U Ci,
0<ZL<k
and then define subsets Ck of M by
Cfc= U M'-°,
to get inclusions:
CcC'c-cC-^C,
and decomoositions :
C*-<:*-* = (j Mt,9 (0<£<r-l),
where C~1 = ^.
Let (/*,$) be a c-pair(cf.§3 in Parti). Recall that KjZ'^ is a C°°principal
bundle over a compact connected COT manifold Biy("―K＼NA^ with the group PF^**.
In the same way as for an admissible subset A of 77*,we define compact topological
fibre bundles E*^ and dEd^ over BJ-0 by
where dSd'*= SJ<*-S''*. We can also prove Lemma 4.2 for our pair (E*<°,dE*'0)
making use of end points of the convex polyhedron S*'0 instead of vertices of the
simplex SJ. Moreover, the cellular decomposition :
is also closed under the closure operation. Thus we can prove the following theorem
in thp samp wav as fnr Thpnrpm 4 1.
Theorem 4.3. 1) Each Ck is a closed subset of M.
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2) For each (d,R)GCk, there exists a continuous map <pd-0: (£?･*,3£^)-≫
(C*, C*"1), which extends the previously defined diffeomorphism (pd-0: E*-0 -+ M1-0 and
satisfies <p*-*{Ed>R)= MA'0.
3) There exists an exact seauence:
H≫-＼Ck-＼A) ― 2 RHp{EA-＼ dE'-*; A) ―> Hp(Ck, A)
―>Hp(C*-＼A)―+-~
for any coefficientgroup A.
4) EJ-0 is a compact fibre bundle over a compact connected C°°manifold B"-°
with the fibre S'-0, and dE*-°is the boundary of E＼
5) // A is a principal ideal ring and W'3-0 acts triviallyon H*''*(S''*ldSi'*,A)l
then
Hp(EA-＼ dEA-0; A)^Hp-k'<*{B<-0, A).
Remark 1. The trivialityof the action of W'<* on Hk'>*(SJ'*ldSA>;A) holds
always for A ―Z2 and it holds for A=Z if and only if the cell bundle EJ<0 over
R^0 is nripnfahlp
Remark 2, (cf.Warner [11]) Let dim M―n. Considering the cohomology exact
sequence for the pair (M, C), we get isomorphisms:
HV(M, A)^HV(C, A) (0</><≫-2)
and an exact sequence:
0 ―y H*-＼M, A) ~―≫Hn-＼C, A) ― Hn{M, C;A)=A
―> Hn(M, A)-― 0.
Thus, if A = Z2 or if A = Z and M is orientable,then
Hn~HM, A)=kHn-HC, A).
§5. Cut loci of symmetric jR-spaces
In this section, we shall study cut loci of symmetric i?-spaces, applying the
results in the previous sections. Let us recall the notion of symmetric i?-spaces.
(cf. Takeuchi [7]) Let GdGL(V) be a Zariski-connected reductive real algebraic
group without compact simple factors,where V is a finitedimensional real vector
space. Let GcaGL(Vc) denote the complexification of G, where Vc is the com-
plexificationof V. Take a maximal compact subgroup K of G and choose an
automorphism 0' of GL(V) with d'(G)= G such that
K=＼x£G:0'(x) = x).
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Denote the extention of B' to GL(VC) by the same ()'. Then 6'leaves Gc invariant
Let a': GL( VC)-+GL( Vc) be the complex conjugation, i.e.,
a'{x)= x where x(v)―x(v) for veVc.
Then a' leaves Gc invariant and we have
G = {xeGC;o'(x) = x}.
Put t'= 6'g'^g'0!. Then r' leaves Gc and G invariant. Put
Gu = {x£GC;t'(x) = x}.
It is a maximal compact subgroup of Gc, which is invariant by 0' and o'. K is
also given by
K={xsGu＼6＼x) = x).
Thus (Gu, K) is a compact symmetric pair.
In what follows, for automorphisms of Lie groups, their differentials will be
denoted by the same letters.
Let g,ef, f and g≪be Lie algebras of G, Gc, K and Gu respectively. Then the
complexifications of g and SM are the same and equal to qc. Take a G-invariant
symmetric bilinear form B on qc such that it coincides on [gc, gc] with the Killing
form of [fic,gc] and that it is negative definite on ga. Such a B is always ^'-invariant.
We define
(X, Y)^-B{X, Y) for X, F gtt.
It is an inner product on flu,which is invariant under 0' and the adjoint action of
Gu.
Take a Cartan subalgebra SI' for (ga,I) and a maximal abelian subalgebra X'
of qu containing W. The various objects for (gM,!) relative to W and %' will be
denoted by the same symbols as in §1 of Part I but with primes.
Now assume that there exists £,%' such that
(5.1) (a, 0=0,1 or -1 for ≪e2v.
Put
li/ = {ae5/;(a,O = 0},
Choose a compatible order > on %' such that (a, C)>G for each positive ≪elv, and
fix it once for all. Let IP and //' denote the fundamental root systems for 2V and
I' respectively with respect to this order >. Let 2+' and IJ denote the set of
positive roots and that of negative roots in lv respectively. Put
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/7/=/7'nly,
/7/= //'n2Y,
(2Y)±=2Yniy.
For /-ei1'we definea subspace or of g by
flr= {X fi;[//,X]=2rcV~~i(r, H)X for each HsW) -
We definesome subalgebras of g as follows.
Q0-{X fl;[X3W] = {0}},
fll= {Xeg;[C,X] = 0},
u=fli+nt'.
Then we have
0=Oo+ E flr,
r 2"
8i=So+ E Or,
n+ Z Or,
reS +'-Si'
U = 6o+ Z Or-
rei'+'ui'i'
Now we define closed subgroups Gu N+ and U of G by
Gi = {a;eG; Ada?C=C},
iV'h=expnf,
t/={a;eG; Adxn+=n+}.
Then n+ is abelian and exp: n+―>iVfIs an isomorphism, d is also a Zariski-con-
nected reductive real algebraic group. U has a semi-direct decomposition:
U=G!-N+ .
The Lie algebras of Gh N+ and £/are gx,n+ and it respectively. The subgroup U
is a so-calledparabolic subgroup of G. The homogeneous space:
M=GIU
is called a symmetric R-space. It is known to be compact and connected. The
origin U of M will be denoted by o. Put K^KftGi. Then the inclusion i£cG
induces an identification:KjK^GIU. We define an involutive automorphism d of
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Gc by
fl(x)= exp((l/2)Q>rexp((l/2)C)~1 for xzG^.
Then 0 leaves Gu and the identity component K° of K invariant. Put K* = K°f]Ki
and denote the Lie algebra of K* by I*. Then the pair (K°, K*) is a compact
symmetric pair with respect to d, and the inclusion K°dG induces an identification:
M=K°jK*.
The inner product ( , ) on I is invariant under 6 and the adjoint action of K°.
Thus it defines a /P-invariant Riemannian metric g on M. We shall study the
cut locus of this symmetric space (M, g). The tangent space of M at o will be
identified with
m={Xsl＼0X=-X).
We shall use the same notation for the pair (K°, K*) as in the previous sections.
Here we recall the notion of a symmetric pair of Dynkin diagrams. In general,
a pair (II', 77/) of an irreducible Dynkin diagram W and a subdiagram 77/, is said
to be irreducible symmetric if II' ―77/ consists of one element, say au and if the
highest root 8' of the reduced root system I' with the fundamental system II' has
an expression:
d'=ati+ 2 mien mi Z.
For a general pair (77',77/) of Dynkin diagrams, decompose 77' into the sum of
irreducible components: 77' = 77'C1)U ･･･U/7/(S) and put 77/(W = 77/n/7/a) (1<&<s).
If each pair (77/a＼ 77/(*°)is irreducible symmetric, the pair (77', 77/) is said to be
symmetric. For each symmetric pair (II', 77/), we can associate in a canonical way
a hermitian symmetric space of compact type (cf. Takeuchi [10]). Then rank (II', 77/)
is defined to be the rank of this symmetric space.
Now we come back to our symmetric i?-space.
In what follows, we assume that the fundamental root system 77' for the pair
(au,!) is irreducible. In this case, (M, g) is called an irreducible symmetric R-space.
Lemma 5.1. For an irreducible symmetric R-space (M, g), we have:
1) (77',77/) is an irreducible symmetric pair;
2) I' is a reduced root system;
3) r=rankM is equal to rank (77',IIi).
Proof. 1) It follows from (5.1) that (77',77/) is a symmetric pair, which
implies the assertion 1).
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2) and 3) are checked by seeing the table of irreducible symmetric i?-spaces
(Takeuchi [7]). q.e.d.
Let {/3i,･･･,/3r}ciy ―2i be the maximal system of strongly orthogonal roots of
the same length with /31=o/,in the sense of Takeuchi [9], For each i with l<z<
r, choose XjSfl^ in such a way that
and put
X-i = TfXi£Q.pt,
C/i=-ff(X*+Z_i)emcf.
We define a subspace a of litby
a = {Uu-,Ur}R.
It follows from Lemma 5.1,3) that a is a Caftan subalgebra for the symmetric pair
(!,f*).
Lemma 5.2. Let P be a closed subgroup of SL(2, R) defined hv
H(o
iu)-'aMR'a4i
and identify the 1-dimensional real projective space Pi(R) with the quotient manifold
SL(2, R)IP. Then there existsan SL(2, RY-equivariant imbedding <p: Pi(R)r-+M with
the image A = (expa)o. Here *r means the r-fold directproduct of *.
Proof. Note firstthat the inclusion SO(2)aSL(2, R) induces an identification:
SO(2)I{±1}= SL(2,R)IP.
We have [Xlt X_i] V-JW and
B{H, [Xu X-i])= B([H, Xi],X-i) = 2W^l(^, H)B{Xh r'Xi)
= -2nV^T^i, H)l2n＼Pi,fa)= B(H, (V=T/7r(#, fa))Pi)
for each FeSl'. Thus
(5.2) [Xh X-i-]= W^ll7c)AH (l<i<r).
We define a basis {X+,X-UHO} for§1(2,C) by
x.=
i) M
It is also a basis for §1(2,R). They have
0 0＼
1 0/
the
*-G
-i)
bracket relations:
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(5.3)
Put
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U0=-n(X, + X-) =
(
71
0
)eo(2)
Let fa :§1(2,C)―>flc be an injective linear map defined by
fa(X±)= X±i. MHo) = -(V-ll7c)At,t,
so that
(5.4) 4>i(U0)=Ui (Ki<r).
It follows from (5.2) and (5.3) that fa is a homomorphism. Since fa{X)=affa(X),
fa{-lX) = Tffa(X) for each X<&＼(2,C),fa sends §1(2,R), §u(2) and o(2) into fl,gM and !
respectively. Moreover, fa sends the Lie algebra p of P into u. Next we define
an injective homomorphism <j>:31(2,Ct)r->fic<by
</>(Yu -, Yr)= 2 4>lYt) for Fi §I(2,C).
In virtue of (5.4),we have 0(o(2)r)= a. We extend <f>to SL(2,C)r and denote it by
the same (f>:SL(2, C)r->G^. The above argument shows that 0 sends SL(2,R)r,
SO(2)r and Pr into G, K° and U respectively. Thus <j>induces an immersion cp:
P1(R)r--=SL(2,R)rIPr^GIU=M. It is SL{2,≪)r-equivariant,i.e.,
ip{xp)-=4>(x)<p{p) for each x£SL(2,RJ , PgP1(R)t .
It is verifiedthat <pis an imbedding. The homomorphism <J>induces alsoan SO(2)r~
equivariant immersion^': SO{2)rj{±l}r->K°jK* which is compatible with <prelative
to the identifications,in the sense that the diagram:
SL(2,R)rIPr―>G/U
S0(2)r/{±l}r―>K°IK*
is commutative. Now </>(o(2)r)= a implies <p(P1(R)r)= A.
The relations (5.4) imply the following
Corollary. The lattice/'={// a; expIfeK*} is given by
q.e.d
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Let r'= rank(/?',///).We definefoea (l<i<r) by
2(hh Ui)=dn (l<i,y<r).
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Now irreducible symmetric /?-spacesare divided into the following five classes (cf
Takeuchi [7]).
( i ) 2r=rJ, c,u= {()},^ (Af) = {0}, W is reducible.
2 = {±(hi±hj) (l<i<;<r), ±hu ±2ht (l<?"<r)} or
{±(Ai±Ay) (l^i<j<r), ±2hi (l<i<r)} .
(ii) r=rf, cm=£{()},icl{M) = Z1 W is irreducible.
17= {±(^-Ai) (Uk;<r)}.
(iii) 2r=r', cm= {0},n1(M) = {R},IV is irreducible.
I is the same as in (i).
(iv) r=rt1 cm= {0},7n(Af)= Za> W is irreducible.
2'= {±(Ai±A/)(l<≫<;<r), ±A≫(l<i<r)},
(v) r=r'>2, cm= {0},^(Af) = Z2, /7' is irreducible.
2={±(hi±hj) (KKjKr)}.
The spaces in the class(i) are nothing but irreducible hermitian symmetric spaces
of compact type. The classes(ii),(iii),(iv) and (v) include U(r),Sp(r),SO{2r+l) and
SO(2r) respectively.
Example. We shall determine the stratification:
C= U MJ-9
(A *)ec
of the cut locus C of an irreducible symmetric i?-space (M, g) in the class(ii)with
r>2. Compare also§2 in Part I for the notation.
Put
n ―hi―lii＼i(l<z<r-l).
Choose an order > such that // is given by
Then the highest root d and //" are given by
o = hi―hr = Yi-＼ VTr-i――To,
ri*={ro,ri,-,rr-i}-
The diagram for i/'1is given by
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Tz
To
Any element se W is of the form :
shi= haii)(l<j<r) for some a <Br,
where cr denotes the symmetric group acting on r letters{1,-,r). We identify
PFwith @r by the correspondences＼―>a. a will be identifiedwith the space of
r-row vectorsby the correspondenceH=T, XiUi>―■>{xu ■■■,xr). Then
a+= {H; Xi^x^-'-^Xr),
a'= {H; 2^ = 0},
S' = {H; xi>xi>->xr,a:1-xr<l, 2^ = 0},
cm= {H; xi= -"=xr].
Put
Un = (llr,-,Hr).
It is a basisfor cm. Projectionspa>and pc are given by
pa>:(xlt-",Xr)'―>(^i-(E Xi)lr,･･･,j?r―(2 ^;)/r)>
A : (ara,-, xr)>―^((2 -^)M ･･",(2 J?i)/r)= (2 ^)^o.
/"",,T* and .Toare given by
f = {H; XiGZ for each i (l<≫<r)},
r* = {H;xi-xjeZ for each z,;(1<i,j<r)},
ro = {(n,･･･,≪);nzZ}-{nrU0; nzZ).
For an integer ^ with 0<£<r―1, we define
/ 1 ...r-.p r―pjt＼...r＼
S*"U+1-
r 1 -P
Ap' = qirXr-p,~',r-
P
Tp'= t(A')sp£W%.
p
£W,
■p)esfnr*,A_-, -l
r-p
Then
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(5.5)
For an integer n with
7Cr*(.Tp') = Ap' , XW(Tpf) ― Sp
SpTi-rup for i£Zr.
n=mr+p m£Z,p£Z with 0</><r-l
17
we define
An =(m + 1,■･■,m+ l,m, ―,m) = mrU0+(l, ･･･,1,0,･･■0)Sn/＼
p r―p p r―p
Tn = t(An)Sp£WS .
Note that the sum of components of An is equal to n. We have
pa'(An)= Ap' , pt{An) = nU0 ,
7Tc(rB)= nU0 , x'iTn)= Tp ,
■Kw{rn)= Sv , 7Zf*(Tn)= An .
Easy computations show
Snr = [An;neZ},
S' nr* = {Ap' ;0^p^r-l},
sfnr={0}.
Thus, by Lemma 2.4 we have
Ws={zn;neZ}^Z,
Wi, = {Tp';0KP<r-l} = Zr,
From pa'(Sn !')=§'r＼F* and Lemma 2.4 it follows
^･ = {1},
F=F* = {sp;0^p^r-l}=*Zr.
As a subgroup of Aut(i7"), F is nothing but the group of rotations of the "ring"
IP. More precisely,by (5.5),the action of spgF on //" is the />/r-timesrotation of
n＼ Z=pt(Snf) is given by
Z={≫J70;≫eZ}sZ.
The injective homomorphism 7rcX;/rn/:Z― M/rs-^Zxi;T―ZxZr is given by
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{■k,Xnw)(n) = (n, n mod r)
The action of Ws on SCiF is given by
for no.Z
(5.6) TnAn,=-An^w for n,nfeZ.
The subsets J£ and X of S are given by
JC = {H; Il2>xi>->xr>-ll2),
£={H;ll2>x1> ― >xr>-ll2, ^ = 1/2 or .rr=~l/2}.
It follows
/I.= {i4_.r)A.r+1, ･･-,A-u Au ･■-,4r},
6 = <j>.
Thus, (i, ^) is a c-pair if and only if (i){A, 0) is admissible; (ii) 0e$c; (iii)0c ―{0}c
{y4_r,･･･,A^uAi, ―,Ar}; (iv) ##={0}. A subset (f^Sfl/7 satisfies (ii),(iii),(iv) and
T0j=<j) if and only if 0 is of the form:
0 = Sr＼r-{A-m,―,A-uO,A1,--,Ai}, with 0</,m<r, l</+w<r.
In virtue of (5.6), we may assume that 0 is of the form:
0l = Snr-{O,A1,―,Ai} with l</<r.
In this case, T01 is given by
r≫* = {//; l/2 = a;i= -=a;I>ar,+1>->a;r> -1/2} .
An admissible subset A of //* such that SA'<Pli=(j)is of the form:
^ = {r*i≫―ir*o≫5} with /=fi<≪a< ― <ia<r-l,fl>l, if l</<r-l,
or J = {5}, if /=r.
These c-pairs (J, 0?,) are mutually inequivalent in virtue of (5.6). Thus the set C
of all such pairs gives a set of complete representatives of equivalence classes of
c-pairs. For such a pair (A,0{), the cell S4<91 is given by
S^n = {H; Ij2^=x1~---=xi>xui ― ---
― =xtj>xi2+i = ― = xia>xia+1 = ― = xr>-ll2} if l</<r-l,
dim SJ･･'=≪,
or Si^ = {H＼x1=-' = xr = ll2) if l=r,
By Lemma 3.7, we have #'･** = {1},and hence ^･･' = {1}. Therefore
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The all cellsSJ<0 with (J, $) C may be described in a unified manner as follows:
S≪i.-.i≪>= {#; i/2=a;i = -=3ri1>a?i1+1= ･=a*a>a*a+i = ―=a?r>-1/2},
where
l<z'i<"-<ztt<r-l, 0<a<r-l,
The subset Su of S defined in Remark following Theorem 3.3 is given by
S°= {H; ll2>Xl>->xr>-1/2}.
These results also hold for the case r=l, as is easily verified.
The cellsS'-* with (J,0)eC and the subset 5° of 5 for the spaces in the other
classesare given as follows.
Classes (i), (iii)and (iv).
SCii.-,*a>= {#; ]_/2=a;i= ― = a;<1>a;i14.i= = xia>Xia+i = ―= xr=0},
where
l<ii<-<ia<≫') l<≪<r.
dimS"1 ･-'**'>―a―1.
S°= {H;ll2>x1^-~>xr>Q}.
Class (v).
l<h<~-<L<r. l<a<r.
II X ^ Z(i■$;T Li
?
if ia = r―l,
dimSHl'--*o) = a-l.
S°= {H; Il2>xi>--->xr-i>＼xr＼}.
Seeing these tables,we have the other decomposition of the cut locus as follows.
Lemma 5.3. For an integer I with 0</<r, we define subsets Sl of S as follows.
20
Classes (i), (iii) and (iv)
Class (li).
Class (v).
Then
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Sl = {II: ll2 = x.i= ---=xi>xi^>--->xr>0).
Sl = {H; 1I2 = xi = ― = xl>xi+i>-~>x~'>-M2＼
Sl = {H;ll2 = X1=-=Xi>Xi+1>-~>Xr-l>＼Xr＼}
C= U K* Exp Sl
1=1
(disjoint union).
The interior M° is given by
M°=K*ExpS°.
Remark. Lemma 5.3 implies the results of Naitoh [4] on the structure of Cf＼a
for an irreducible symmetric i?-space.
We define a closed subgroup U of G by
U = t'U.
We shall investigate the structures of £/-orbitsin M.
Lemma 5.4. Let W＼ be the subgroup of W generated by symmetries sr with
jqSi. Let {/3i,･･-,/3r}c2V ―E% be the maximal system of strongly orthogonal roots.
Put
and denote by & : W~+%'~ the orthogonal projection. Then:
1) We have ＼Wi＼W'lWi＼=r+l. More Precisely,if we define
Si= sH---sH (0</<r),
then {s0,Si,･･･,sr} is a set of complete representatives of Wi＼W'lWi',
2) For each I with 0</<r, we have
where
Ci=S(2/(j8ffi8,))/fc=2iM/li;
or
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3). c(2V-2Y) and ≫((2'1/)+)-{0}are given by
tsy(
21.,/-Ji/) = {(l/2)(i3i+i8j)(jL<i<j<r)},
(K2+'-2i') = {(l/2X/3≪+i3/)(U*<y<r), (l/2)ft(K*<r)},
U(W)+)-{O} = {(l/2)(i3i-^)(Ki<;<r)( (l/2)/3,(l<i<r)}
Proof. 1) and 2). See Takeuchi [8]
3) See Takeuchi [9].
Corollary. We have
(0 or 1 if re(17)+ ,
T> l 10,1
or 2 if reiy-21
q.e.d
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Lemma 5.5. 1) For each seWf, there exist uniquely s'sWi and s"qW' with
s"-＼2i')+<zZ+r, such that s= s's".
2) For each S£W/, there exist uniquely s'sW＼ and s"qW' with s//(2'/)+c2I+/,
such that s = s"s'.
Proof. 1) Put
Then the map Wi'xW'1 ―-> W defined by {s',s")＼―>s's" is a bijection(Kostant
[3]). This implies the assertion 1).
2) We have
On the other hand, W' = (WnYlWi' by 1). These imply the assertion 2). q.e.d.
Let s£W and let A and B be subgroups of G, one of which contains the
centralizer Zk(51') of %' in K. If we take an element k in the normalizer NK(%')
of %' in K such that Adk＼%' ―s, then the double coset AkB is determined by s and
independent of the choice of k. So this double coset will be denoted by AsB. Note
that both U and U contain Z^l7)-
Lemma 5.6. We have
G=＼J UstU
1=0
(disjoint union).
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Proof. Put
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n= H % , iV=expn ,
B―{xgG; Ad.rn=n} .
Then we have the Bruhat decomposition(Harish-Chandra[2]):
G= D BsB= U NsB (disjoint).
Take koeNK(%') such that Adko＼W=wo satisfiesw0S
N = T>N, B = t'B,
we have
'=IJ. Putting
and hence
(5.7)
U kaNsB= U NwasB= U NsB
sew sew'
G= U NsB= U BsB
sew sew
sew"
(disjoint)
In the same way, put
tii= H 8r> iVi=expn,,
N1 = r'Nl, B1 = zfBl.
Then we have also decompositions:
G,= y NiwB!= U BiwBi (disjoint).
Thus
(5.8) U=G1N^ =
view,1
U NxwBiN*
and hence
(5.9) 0= U
wewy
Now, for each s W we have
u N!U>B= U BiwB,
≪>ewy
Thus it suffices to show
BwNi (disjoint).
u
weWt'SWi'
BwBdUsU
UsUc U
w£W,'sW,
In fact, then, from (5.7) and Lemma 5.4,1)
BwB.
we get the required decomposition.
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Decompose s by Lemma 5.5,2) as
s^s'wi Wi£Wi' s'(2Y)+c2V
Then, by (5.8)
UsU=Us'U= U Us'NiwB―
Decompose s'w by Lemma 5.5,1) as
s'w ―Wts"
Then, by (5.9)
where
Us'wB=Us"B
U Us'wBwewv
w&Wi', s"-＼Il')+czS+'.
U Bw'Nxs"B^
w'eWi'
u Bw's"B,
w's" = wrw<r1s'w=w'w2~lw1~1sw£W＼ sWi
Thus we get the required inclusion.
For each / with 0</^r, we define
2"≪>= {re^/;(r,≪=O}>
£±'≪>=2'<≫n2Y,
Then we have
2'/ = !■/≪)u ((27)- -2'≪>) U ((1V)+ -J'≪>)
Note also that by Corollary of Lemma 5.4 we have
(5.10) ZJ-SS^XJM-S^UBJ.
We define subalgebras of 8 and closed subgroups of G by
n+
iV
= 2 0r>
res-'-2x'
ffl"
2
j-es-'co-iyco
Z Or
flr
N+―exp n+,
iVy =expn/
N/f = expiV/
nic"= S 0r≫ AV^expiV"
flia)=flo+ Z Qr>
£?!<≫= fared; Adxn1ltt=n11"}
q.e.d
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These subgroups have Lie algebras denoted by corresponding German small letters.
It follows from (5.10) that n+ = n/+n/', and hence
Uia:>leaves n+ and n/' invariant under the adjoint action,and hence it actslinearly
on iV=it+/iV in the natural way. The action of ti£Ui(Owill be denoted by
X＼―>u-X for Xc≫V ･
Moreover, we put
G1≪)= {.r G1;AdxG=Ca,
Then we have a semi-direct decomposition:
From Corollary of Lemma 5.4,Gi/f7xa) is also a symmetric i?-space and identified
with Ki/Ki10. Let GiX^cnn/ denote the vector bundle over Gi/f7ia) associated to
the principal bundle £7ic"->Gi->-Gi/£7ia)by the above action of UiiO on ft/. It is
also identifiedwith KiXKla)Xii in the natural way.
We put
^ = exp (1/2)2 Ui (0</<r).
Under the notation in the proof of Lemma 5.2,we have Ad(exp(ll2)U0)H0 = ―H0.
Moreover, if we denote by W+ the orthogonal complement of %'~ in %', then [£/*,5l/+]
= {0} for each i. It follows from these and (5.4) that ai NK(%') and Ad ai＼%'=Si for
each /. We define submanifolds Bi and Vt of M by
Bi=GiaiO, Vi^UaiO (0</<r).
Lemma 5.7. 1) Bi is diffeomorphic with the symmetric R-space Gi/t//".
2) A C00 ma/> r': GiXfii'-+M defined by
＼l(x,X)=xexpXato for .red , Xen/
induces a diffeomorphism <pl＼G1Xp1u)iij'->Fi.
7%^s, Vi is diffeomorphic with a C°°vector bundle over Bi.
Proof. Let
Ei = [x£U: xaiO=aio} = Uf]aiUar1
be the stabilizerin U at the point ato. Then the Lie algebra of Ei is given by
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tl- unAdrtjU=go + I] Qr
>
r
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where in the summation y ranges over all roots y£lf such that
(5.11) (r,Q<0 and (r,SiQ>0.
If ?-elY, i.e.,(-/■,O=0, then by Lemma 5.4,2) the condition (5.11) becomes
(r,s*C)=(r,C-W=-(r,W>0,
or equivalently, T l＼'(l)U^/)- K re^-'-^/, i.e.,(r,C)= ―1, then (5.11) becomes
(r,s≪C)=(r,C-Ci)=-i-(r,W>0,
or equivalently, re^1/. Thus we get
(5.12)
where
c^u^+it,"
Now we proceed to the proof of the lemma.
1) It sufficesto show EiDGi ―U^0. For each xeG/0, we have
(Adff)(Ada£)=Ad:B(siC)=Ad;c(C-Ci)
= C-Ada;Ci=C-Ci=AdflriC,
and hence xeaiUar1. Thus Gic"c£inGi. It is clear that ^/"c^nGi. Hence
f/ico=Gia)iVia)c£ljnGi. Since a parabolic subgroup of a Zariski-connected real
reductive algebraic group coincides with the normalizer of its identity component,
we get Uia')=Eir＼Gi.
2) Note that EidU=G1>N+. Let m: U-≫Gi denote the projection to the first
factor. It induces a homomorphism k : Ei―>>Gi.The image n{Ei) contains t/ia)=
Eif]Gi and has the Lie algebra i!ia)by (5.12). By the same argument as above,
we get n(Ei)―Uia:>. Therefore we have
E, = U1uHElnN+).
This and the decomposition: N+ = Ni''Ni", where Ni' n aiUar1 = {l) and Ni"c.Eh
imply
(5.13) Ei = Ux -Ni" (semi-direct product).
Now it is easily seen that the C°°map ＼linduces a C°°map <plin virtue of
Ni'aEi. The decomposition : U=G1>N/-Ni// implies that <plis surjective. We shall
show that <pl is injective. Assume that x expXaiO=xfexpX'aio for x,xf Gi and
XX' iV. Put
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y=(exp X!)-lx'-lxexpXeEj,
U = Xf~lX G＼.
Then
y = u exp (- Ad u~'X') exp X-u exp (X- Ad w1!').
Hence, by (5.13) we have u U1a) and X― Ad u-lXrG＼＼i".Thus we get x/=xu~1 and
X'―u-X. This means that the class of (.r,X) and O', X') in GiXu^im/ are the
same. This shows the injectivityof <pl. q.e.d.
Remark. The following facts are known (Takeuchi [7]).
1) Connected components of the set of fixed points of the symmetry of (M, g)
at o are BQ,Blf ･･-,Br. Hence each Bh is a totally geodesic submanifold of (M,g).
2) We can define a C°°function / on M by
f(xo)= (AdxCQ for xqK.
Then Bn,Bh->-,Br coincide with the totalityof non-degenerate criticalsubmanifolds
of / in the sense of Bott [1]. The dimension of n≪is the same as the rank of the
negative normal bundle for Bt.
We recall now cellular decompositions of symmetric i?-space by generalized
Schubert cells. For seW, the coset sW/ in W'＼W＼ will be denoted by [s]. For
an element ＼_s＼qW＼Wi, choosing a£NK(W) such that Ad#|5t' = s, we define a gener-
alized Schubert cell Vm of M by
Vm ―Nao.
It is determined by [s] and does not depend on the choice of a<=NK(W). With
these definitions,we have the following
Lemma 5.8. (Takeuchi [7])
1) M= U FM (disjointunion).
Lsjew/Wi'
2) Let II' = {ai,-~,av}. Then, Vm^>Visl if and only if
with some m,^0.
Lemma 5.9. 1) For each I with 0</<r, we have a decomposition".
(5.14) Vi= U Vis-] (disjoint union)
2) The closure relations are given by
(5.15) V&Vm (0</<r-l).
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Proof. 1) In the proof of Lemma 5.6,we have shown
UsiU= U BwB.
Thus by (5.8)we get
UsiU= U NivU
This implies(5.14).
2) Let 0</</'<r. By Lemma 5.4,2) we have
sjC-s^Ci'-C^ S (Wi,^))i3i,
t=t+i
and hence I/^dFu^ by Lemma 5.8,2). Since both Vi and Vv are
since ViZ)V[Slland Fj.Z)Fc*,0,we get F^dF/-.
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[7-orbits and
q.e.d.
Theorem 5.1. Let (M,g) be an irreducible symmetric R-space of rank r. Then
the number of U-orbitsin M is r+1. Let Vo, Vu ･･-,Vi be the totalityof U-orbits
with dimFj>dimF^i (0<f<r-l). Then:
1) Each Vi is described by (5.14)in terms of generalized Schubert cells. Vo is
the unique open U-orbit.
2) The closure relations between the U-orbits Vi are given by (5.15).
3) Each Vi is diffeomorphic with a C°°vector bundle over a symmetric R-space
Bt.
4) The cut locus C of (M, g) with respect to the origin o is given by
f-1
U Vi
1=1
5) The interior M° of (M, g) with respect to o is given by
M°=V0.
Proof. By Lemma 5.6,our Vi=Uato (0</<r) are the totalityof C/-orbitsin
M. The numbering of the Vc is also the same as that in the theorem, in virtue of
(5.15). Thus the assertions 1), 2) and 3) are the consequences of the previous
lemmas. It remains to show 4) and 5).
We define a closed subgroup P of SL(2, R) by
HC ]; a,czR, <z^0|
Then, under the notationin the proof of Lemma 5.2,the Lie algebra of P is
spanned by Ho and X-, and hence MPT)(zU. If we denote a pointof Pi{R)=
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SL(2,R)jP with homogeneous coordinate(fi:f2)by ^ , then
(exp.rf/0)P= for each xgR with |.r|<l/2.
[tan TT.rI
Thus we have
i(exp.xU0)P; |x|<l/2} =
ini
On the other hand, the subgroup P acts transitivelyon the set of right hand side.
Thus, for each xgR with |j;|<1/2, there exists geP such that g(exp ,xU0)P=P.
Recalling the map <pin Lemma 5.2 is SL(2, J2)r~equivariant,we know that for each
xi+i,---,xrR with ＼xi+i＼,･･-,＼xr＼<l/2, there exists u <j){PT)such that
u Exp (1/2,■･･,1/2,xuu ･･･,.xr)=Exp (1/2,･･･,1/2,0-0)=≪iO .
vSeeing the definitionsof Sz (0</<r) in Lemma 5.3,we know that for each p£Exp(Sl)
there exists ugU such that p ―uato(0</</). Considering the inclusions K^czKxCi
Gy c f7,we get
if* Exp SJ c Uaio = Fj for each /.
It follows from Lemma 5.3 that
K*ExpSl=Vi for each /,
and
C= U Vi, M°=V0
1=1
q.e.d
Remark. Theorem 5.1 includes the results on cut lociof Grassmann manifolds
by Wong [12],[13] and those on cut loci of U(,r)jO(r),U{r), SO(n) and U(2r)ISp(r)
by Sakai [5],[6].
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